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Abst rac t - -Mean-va lue  theorems with sharp quantitative remainder term est imates and theorems 
on the distribution of values are proved for a large class of multiplicative functions. This class is 
characterized by the existence of an abscissa of absolute convergence < 1 for the Dirichlet series 
of the quotient f(s)/((s), where f(s) is the Dirichlet series associated with f and ((s) denotes the 
Riemann zeta function. In particular, the mean behaviour of f on certain sequences a, namely, that 
of Mersenne numbers 2n - 1 and that of shifted primes p - 1 with natural n and prime p, respectively, 
is studied and cluster points of the image sequence f(a) of a are determined. The strength of the 
results is demonstrated by new results for some specific functions. @ 2004 Elsevier Ltd. All rights 
reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
A top ic  o f  f requent  in teres t  cons i s ts  in invest igat ing  sequences  o f  the  fo rm 
f(a) := (f (an) ) ,  
for given arithmetic functions f : N -~ C and sequences a = (an) of natural numbers. The mean 
behaviour of f(a) is characterized by the normalized summatory function 
1 
M(f ,a ,x)  :=  - ~ f(an). (1) 
x 
n~x 
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We say that f possesses the mean-value 
M(f ,a ) := lim M( / ,a ,x ) ,  
X"-* O0 
on a, if this l imit exists. The existence of a nonzero mean-value M(f ,  a) means that  the average 
deviation of f from the constant function 1 with l (n)  = 1, for all n • N is sufficiently small. 
The local deviation of a function f from 1 is described by the function g related to f by the 
convolution 1 equation f = 1 • g, that  is, 
f (n) = ~g (d) (n • N).  (2) 
din 
This is equivalent o g = # • f with the MSbius function #, which is multipl icative 2 with 
#(p) = -1  and #(pk) = 0, for p • IP, 1 < k • N. 
By inserting (2) with n replaced by an into (1), it follows, without any further assumptions, 
that  
1 
1. (3) i ( f ' a 'x )  = Zg(d)  x 
d=l  n<x 
dia,~ 
Equation (3) separates, to a certain extent, the mean behaviour of the function f from the 
distr ibution properties of the sequence a. The asymptotic evaluation of M(f ,  a, x), thus, presumes 
sufficiently precise knowledge of divisibil ity properties of the sequence a. In this paper, we take 
for a the sequences n = (1, 2, 3 . . . .  ) of all natural numbers n • N, m = (1,3, 7 , . . .  ) of all Mersenne 
numbers rnn = 2 n - 1 with n • N, and p' = (1, 2, 4 , . . .  ) of shifted primes p' = p - 1 with p • ~, 
each of them in its natural  order. Further, the asymptotic evaluation of M(f ,  a, x) depends on 
sufficiently precise information concerning convergence properties of certain series containing the 
values of the convolution g = # * f .  It is convenient to consider the Dirichlet series, 
oo 
(s) :=  g(n) n . (s • c ) ,  
associated with the arithmetic function g. The correspondence b tween the product of Dirichlet 
series and the Dirichlet convolution becomes evident by the fact that  ~(s)h(s) = (g * h)-(s), if 
both Dirichlet series ~(s) and h(s) converge and one of them converges absolutely. In particular, 
if g : N --* C is a multipl icative function, then, the Euler product representation 
p---y- -~-  + . . .  , 
is valid in the half-plane of absolute convergence. 
The existence of the mean-value M(f ,  a) of f on a is equivalent to a relation of the type, 
( f ,a ,x )  = M ( f ,a )  + 1R (f, a , z ) ,  (4) M 
with an absolute remainder term R(f ,  a, x) = o(x),  as x ~ c~. 
1The (Dirichlet) convolution f *g  : N --* C off, g: N --~ C is defined by (f*g)(n) := )'-]~dln f(d)g(n/d). For more 
details ee [1]. 
2An arithmetic function f is said to be multiplicative, if f(1) = 1 and f(mn) = f(m)f(n), for all coprime m, n E N. 
Thus, a multiplicative function is completely determined by its values on the set of prime powers pk with p E P 
and k E N. If the functions jr and g are multiplicative, then, so is their convolution jr .  g. 
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If f : N -~ C is a multiplicative function and g is defined by g = # • f,  then, the existence of 
M(f,  a) ~ 0 substantially corresponds to the convergence of the series, 
(p) f (p) - 1 
; - -E  p , 
p p 
taken over all primes p (see, for instance, [2-6]). In particular, for multiplicative functions f
bounded by 1 the mean-value M(f,  n) of f on n exists if and only if the Dirichlet series 9(s) 
satisfies 
" ( I s  - 1] ~ (s = Res + it) 
o_ l  ] 
as a ~ 1+ uniformly, for each interval Itl _< K (see [7]). 
In order, to get asymptotic formulae for M(f,  a, x) with good quantitative stimates for the 
remainder term R(f, a, x) in (4), we require the Dirichlet series ~(s) to be absolutely convergent 
at Re s = r] with some rh 0 _< ~ < 1. The class of these multiplicative functions f contains, for 
example, 
(a) the quotient f ---- ~/e with the Euler function ~ and the identity function e, 
(b) the function f - a, where a(n) is the number of nonisomorphic abelian groups of order n, 
(c) the prime-divisor function f defined by f(pa) = k, for prime powers pk with k E N (see 
[8,9]), 
(d) the functions f = a/qo and f = a/k, where a(n) denotes the average order of elements in 
the multiplicative semigroup Z/nZ (see [10]), 
(e) the function f of the preceding examples replaced by 1/f, 
(f) all prime independent multiplicative functions f, that is, f(pk) = f(qk), for all primes p, q 
and k E N, with f(p) = 1, for all primes p and ~k_>l If(P k+l) - f(Pk)l < oc. 
In Sections 2-4, we prove the existence of M(f,  a) for multiplicative functions f and the se- 
quences n, m, p' under appropriate convergence conditions on the Dirichlet series 9(s) of g = # • f,  
and give quantitative remainder term estimates for R(f, a, x). For illustration, we demonstrate 
the quality of our estimates by solving problems formulated by [10] for the multiplicative func- 
tions/3 := c~/~ and 6 := c~/t from example (d) with the values 
Z(P) = 1 + p(p _ 1--------~' /~(pk) = 1 + ~ 1 + , (5) 
(f(p) = 1 1 1 1 1 
p+~ +p2(p+l ) '  6(p k) =1 - -  + (6) p + 1 p2k (p + 1)' 
at prime powers pk. They are easily derived from the explicit formula for the values of the 
multiplicative function a = ~ * ( l / t )  at prime powers pk, namely~ 
p+~l +p2k(p+ l) " (7) 
We also compute bounds for R(~, a, x) and R(£ a, z), and visualize the results in various figures 
covering the range of arguments up to 10 5 . 
In Section 5, we show that arithmetic functions f of the form f = 1 * g with absolutely con- 
vergent Dirichlet series ~(1) are always uniformly summable and, in case they are multiplicative 
in addition, possess a nondegenerate limiting distribution. We visualize the resulting relation 
between the functions c~ and 6. 
Section 6 deals with cluster points of sequences f(a) for a wide class of multiplicative func- 
tions and suitable sequences a of moderate growth. In particular, multiplicative functions f are 
characterized, for which the set f(2N) consists of cluster points of f(p') .  
2. THE MEAN BEHAVIOUR OF  
MULT IPL ICAT IVE  FUNCTIONS ON . 
In this section, we consider the sequence a = n of all natural numbers. 
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THEOREM 1. Let the arithmetic functions f, g : N --* C be connected by f = 1 * g. Suppose that, 
the Dirichlet series [7(s) converges absolutely for Res _> ~7 with some 0, 0 <_ r} <_ 1. Then, 
M( f ,n ,x )=[? (1)+O(xn-1)+(9(x  -1) (x--~oo), (8) 
and, more precisely, 
[M (f, n, x) - .~ (1)1 < 1 E [g (d)[ + E 
Ig (d) l 
- -x  d d<_x d>z 
(x >_ I). (9) 
PROOF. We have 
and, according to (3), 
1 fn  ~n~<_x ()-~(1) = 
n<x 
d[n 
1_ Eg(d  ) [d ] -~(1)  
X d<x 
<- d_<xE g(d----/)- g (1)1 + 1 ~ - ' ~ d  x d_<x Ig (d)l 
_ _  1 
< ~ Ig (d)l + ; Z 19 (d)l 
- -  d 
d>x d(z  
as stated in (9). It follows from the absolute convergence of 9(0) that 
Ig(d)l < x,_l E Ig(d)l = o(x.-l), 
d - dn 
d>x d>x 
and 
Ig(d)l < x "/2 ~ Ig(d)l Ig(dli 
- d--'-'~ "--}-xn E d ~--O(xn)÷O(1)" 
d<_x d<_v'~ v'~<d<x 
Here, the term (9(1) occurs when 0 = 0. This gives (8). II 
REMARK 1. If, in addition to the conditions of Theorem 1, f is multiplicative, then, 9(1) can be 
written as the Euler product 
[?(1):l~p (1 -~)  ( l+f (P )+ f(p2) ) 
p - -7 -+""  , 
and g(~7) is absolutely convergent if and only if 
If (pk) = f (pk=ll[ 
pkn 
p,k~ l 
<oo. 
Namely, if f is multiplicative, then, so is g = #* f. Further, g(pk) = f(pk) _ f(pk-1), for p 6 
and k 6 N. The convolution equation g = # * f translates to ~(s) =/2(s) ](s), for Re s > 1 with 
the Euler product expansion 
p 7 -  -~-+ . . . .  1 -~- ;  1+ P" +-~+. . .  , 
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Figure 1. The map n ~-* R(/~,., n). 
which, by assumption, converges absolutely for Re s ~ 7/. The absolute convergence of 9(7/) 
implies the convergence of the series 
v-  Ig(pk)l v -  Is (pk) - I (p -l)l 
p,~ k > 1 pkn ~ pkn ' 
_ p,k>l 
where the summation ranges over all prime powers pk with p 6 F and k 6 N. Conversely, absolute 
convergence of the latter series implies that, for any x > 1, 
( ,g(p), ,g(p2), ) 
Z ]g(n)l < H 1+ + +- . .  nn - pn p2n 
n<_z p<x 
and thus, yields the absolute convergence of ~(~). 
Theorem 1 combined with Remark 1 may be considered as an elementary case of relationship 
theorems (compare, for instance, [11-14]). The case r /=  0 is contained in [10]. 
EXAMPLE 1. The function ~ from the introductory example (d) is multiplicative and so is g = 
# * ~. The values of/3 and g at prime powers are given, respectively, by (5) and 
1 1 
g (P) -- p (p - 1- - - - - -~ ' g (pk) = _ p2k-------Y' 
for p 6 ? and 1 < k • N. It follows that 
9 (1) = 1-[ 1 + p-4 _ ¢ (3) ¢ (4) = 1.29573 0957.. 
p 1 - v -3 ¢ (s) ' 
Theorem 1 applies to /3 with M(1, n, n) = 1, for n • N, M(~, n) = 9(1) and ~? = 0, due to the 
absolute convergence of 9(0). Therefore, the remainder term R(/~, n, n) = n(M(~, n, n) - 9(1)) is 
roughly estimated by the value of the Dirichlet series of ]gl at s = 0, 
( ) 1 +2p-3  
IR(/~'n'n)] -< E Ig(k)l = 1-I 1 + Ig(P)l + ]g(p2)l + . . . .  H i---p-L-2 
k=l  p p 
80 N (1 + p-3)~ 80 ~(2) ~2(3) < 2.26813 37 . . . ,  n 1-p-2 -81 ~(6) 
P 
where the factor 80/81 corrects the replacement of 1 + 2p -3 by (1 + p-3)2 for p = 2 only. 
Experimentally, R(/3, n, n) turns out to be between -0 .5  and 0.15, as shown in Figure 1. 
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EXAMPLE 2. The function 5 from the introductory example (d) is multiplicative and so is g = 
# * 5. The values of 5 and g at prime powers are, respectively, given by (6) and 
g(pk) = p -1  
p2k ' 
for p E N and k E N. It follows that ~(1) converges absolutely with 
~(1)=H 1-p-__~2 = ((3) " 0.73076 296 . . . .  
1 - p-3 ~(2) 
P 
Theorem 1 applies to 5 with M(1,n ,n)  = 1 for n E N and M(5, n) = ~(1). Inequality (9) 
combined with the rough estimate Ig(d)I <_ d -1, for all d e l~ yields 
1 +n Z 1 IR(5, n ,n ) I<_Z-~ ~ < logn+2.  
d~n d>n 
In contrast o Example 1, the series ~(0) does not converge absolutely. However, Figure 2 suggests 
that, due to the alternating signs of g(n), R(5, n, n) might be bounded. 
20000 40000 6{}000 80000 11}~00 
Figure 2. The map n ~ R(6, n, n). 
3. THE MEAN BEHAVIOUR OF  
MULT IPL ICAT IVE  FUNCTIONS ON m 
The Mersenne numbers mn = 2 n - 1 with n E N form a rather thin sequence m. For d E N the 
order of 2 modulo d is defined by 
ord(d)=min{mEl~l :m<d,  2 m- - lmodd}.  
Obviously, d I ( 2n - 1) if and only if ord(d) I n. The following theorem describes the mean 
behaviour of appropriate multiplicative functions on m. 
THEOREM 2. Let the multiplicative functions f,  g : N -~ C be connected by f = 1 * g. Suppose 
that, with some 7, 0 <_ ~ < 1, and some c >_ 0 
Z Ig(d)l(<xnl°gCx' where P(x):-- H ( 2k-1) EN" (10) 
diP(x) l<k<x 
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Then, the mean-value o f f  on m exists and is given by the absolutely convergent series 
M(f ,m)= Z g(d) (11) 
d odd ore (d)" 
Moreover, 
[M(y ,m,x) -  M(f,m)l  < 1 
X 
1 Ig(d)l+Y~  tg(d)]<<x'7-XlogCx. (12) 
diP(x) k>x diP(k) 
PROOF. As usual, we write x = [x] + {x} with the integer part [x] and the fractional part 
{x} E [0, 1) of x E R. We notice that, d I ( 2n - 1) if and only if ord(d) I n. This yields 
for d I P(x). It follows that, 
z 
n<~x 
dl(2~r-l) 
M(f, ra, x) = f (2  n -  1) = ~ g(d) 
n<x d<2 [~1-1 
diP(x) 
-- M( f ,m)  - Z g(d) 1 Z g(d){  x } 
ore (d) x or---~ " 
d>2 [~l-1 diP(x) 
2{d 
We have 
ore(d) k ~ Ig (d)[ = ~-~ k+l  
ord(d)>x ord(d)=k k>x x<ord(d)<k k>x d]P(k) 
and insert (10) to get the absolute convergence of the series M(f ,  m) and inequality (12). 
COROLLARY 1. Let the multiplicative functions f, g : N --* C be connected by f = 1 * g. Suppose 
that, there exists some constant 0 >_ O, such that 
0 
[9 (p)[ _< - + r (p), (13) p 
for all primes p and 
Then, 
oo 
 EIr(p)l< , ZZ]g(pk)l (14) 
p p k=2 
M (f, re, x) = M (f, m) + O (X -1 log o X). 
REMARK 2. Assumptions (13) and (14) of Corollary 1 imply that 0(7/) converges absolutely for 
every 7/> 0. In particular, the absolute convergence of 0(0) means that 0 = 0 and vice versa. 
REMARK 3. The function f = q0/b from the introductory example (a) is multiplicative, and 
applying Corollary 1 with g(p) = 1/p yields 
~°(2n-1) rip ( 1 )  Z V- i  =x 1--~ +O(logx). 
n<x 
This result has been shown by Shparlinski in [15]. 
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PROOF OF COROLLARY 1.  For  m E N we see  that 
dl~m Ig (d)' << exp (v~ plum ~ ) ' 
Since the number of different odd prime divisors of m is less than log m, we conclude that 
plum 1 1 1 < log log logm + (9 (1) 
p<_log m plm 
p>log  m 
The definition (10) of P(x) yields logP(x)  < x 2 for x >_ 1, so that, 
Ig(d)l << ( log logP(x) )  ~ << log~ x. 
diP(x)  
The assertion now follows from Theorem 2. 
In the case r I = 0, it is also convenient to note an explicit formula instead of (12). In fact, from 
the proof of Theorem 2, we see that 
1 i z - = - g (d) ~ . 
M (f, m, x) = x ord (d) x d odd 
d_<21~] - 1 
diP(z) 
This yields the following remark. 
REMARK 4. Let the multiplicative functions f,  g : N ~ C be connected by f = 1 • g. If the 
Dirichlet series t~(0) converges absolutely then, with the constant M(f, m) from Theorem 2, 
n(S ,m,x)  =-  g(d) , 
d odd 
EXAMPLE 3. We consider the multiplicative function/3 from Example 1 on m. Since ~(0) con- 
verges absolutely, Remark 3 applies. Figure 3 displaying the values/3(2 n - 1) for n <_ 650 shows 
four bands. The lower two bands correspond to the numbers 2 n - 1 with odd exponents, the 
upper two bands to those with even exponents. The latter are multiples of 3 while the former 
are not. Note that,/3(3) = 7/6. The second-to-lowest band represents the multiples of 7 but not 
of 3, with exponents -= 3 mod 6. 
Reference [10] puts the existence of the mean-value M(fl, m) of/3 on m as open question. In 
fact, Theorem 2 states that M(/~, m, x) = M(f~, ra) + O (x-X). The numerical evaluation gives 
M (f~,m) = 1.10248 8 . . . .  
Figure 4 indicates that the averages M(/3, m, n) of/3 on ra converge as predicted, oscillating 
between numbers n that are multiples of 3 and those that are not. 
As a consequence of Remark 3, we obtain that 
I n (~,m,n) t  = nlM(~,m,n)- M(~,m) l  _< ~ Ig(d)l 
d odd 
is uniformly bounded for n E N. According to Example 1, this can be estimated by 
3 [R(/3, n,n) I < 1.36088 02 IR(Z,m,n) l  < ~ . . . . .  
1.20" 
1.15" 
1.10" 
1.05" 
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Figure 6. The map n ~-* ~(2 ~ - 1). 
A closer analysis using ord(1) = 1, ord(3) = 2, and ord(5) = 4 shows that  
1 • 
-~g (5) - ~ Ig (d)[ -0 .17583. . . ,  for even n, 
2[d>7 
R (/~,m,n) > ~ 
-~g(3)  ~ [g (d) [=-0 .28417. . . ,  for oddn,  
21d>5 
which agrees slightly better with the computational result shown in Figure 5. 
EXAMPLE 4. The behaviour of the multiplicative function ~ from Example 2 on m is displayed 
in Figure 6. 
Reference [10], Theorem 4.1, prove that  M(~, m, x) × 1 and put the existence of the mean-value 
M(~, m) of ~ on m as open question• Theorem 2 states that  M(~, m, x) = M(~, m) + (.9(x -1 log x). 
A numerical evaluation gives 
M(~,m)  = 0.78612 5 . . . .  
Figure 7 shows that the averages of ~ on m converge to M(~, m), as expected 
It follows from Corollary 1 with ~? = 0 and ~ = 1 that  R(~, m, n) = n(G(~, m, n) - M(~, m)) << 
log n. Figure 8 suggests that R(~, m, n) might even be bounded. 
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Figure 7. The map n ~-~ M(~, m, n). 
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Figure 8. The map n H R(5, m, n). 
4. THE MEAN BEHAVIOUR OF  
MULTIPL ICAT IVE  FUNCTIONS ON pt 
The sequence p' consists of the shifted primes p - 1 in their natural order. 
THEOREM 3. Let the multiplicative functions f,  g : N --~ C be connected by f = 1 * g. 
satisfies conditions (13) and (14), then, [or any B > O, 
M (f,p', x) = M (f,p') + OB (log -B x) (x >_ 2), 
and the mean-value M( f ,  p') of f  on p' is given by the absolutely convergent series 
I fg  
g(d) 
M (f,p') = 
d=l ~ (d)" 
REMARK 5. The existence of the mean-value 
1  S(p- 11 M(f ,p ' )= lim 1E  f (p '~- I )= lim 
X - -~ OO X X- - -+  (~3 
n~x p~x 
for multiplicative functions f on pl = (Pn - 1) satisfying the conditions of Theorem 3 follows 
immediately from the result of [4]. 
For the proof of Theorem 3, we use the following result of [16]. 
LEMMA 1. Let 
E(y;d,~)  := ~r (y;d,~) li(y) and E(x ,d )  := max max IE (y ;d , t ) l .  
(d) y<~ (~,d)=l 
Then, given any constant A > O, there exists a constant C > O, such that 
E E (x 'd )=OA(X l°g -Ax)  " 
d~xl  /2 /logC x 
PROOF OF THEOREM 3. Evidently, 
E 1 = r (x ;d ,  1). 
p<_x 
dl(p-1) 
• s2aoilo ~$ tttoaooq& jo uo!+Jossm oq~ pu~ 
~/~ e/t 
, (+:o,+)o + (,> ,, (,,,~),~: (+,+_(++o,)+: +,:)o + (,>:, (,,,~),~: 
(+ +)) o+ (~ ,,+:ot~:) o + (x):~(,,~':) ~= 
( z+ (p) e (P'Z)EI(P)61 O+ -~g '~ (x)!l -- iS' 
z<p z<p 
'-->>-- Z = ~1~ z t+~oI P I(P) t~l I(P) 
u.m~qo m 
Teq~, :~UI.A.IOsqo 
• z +~ p ~oj 'P-- >> (p 'z)3 
x 
Og,~LUI.$t+O I'eIA.IJ~ oq$ osn pu~ ~mtuo[ s,uot.qmoff Xidd~ om runs ~s~g oq~ ~od 
'x t++,+o~oI r/~x >> -- 
z<p 
P '/~x>> r S 
I(P) 6I 
+(q po~tm.~so st. runs puooos oq:~ 'snq~ L 
"I>>-- 
g=p 
~g~O[~ 7 >>__Pt+g~O[~ 
np oo l(p) ~I 
z<p p t+~Ol z p 
• -->>--'~ 
l(p) +I o+ ~ ~++3ot l(p) +I 
spIo!£ uot.~tumns i~t.~a~+d pu~ 
so!Idun, st.qJu 
I x~d) (u)o~ =>~' 
'A~ arums aq~ u! 'pu~ 
I xy, d) 
:,: +3ot >> I(d) ~1 I d$°I/x~°[~l Ix~d x~u 
~ql '(ITI) pu~ 0 < +t ~u~suoo ~nlosq~ omos q~!+t (~I) tuoij s~oiio J ~I 
z~p>z z~p 
• ~s+ 's := (t'p~=)~(p)6 ~ +(t'p~)~(p)~ = 
x~v =~d 
'xa-~°I ~/C = (z)z = z 
q~!~ (~) Xq 'uoq& "I ~tumoq o~ ~u!p~o3o~ uosoq3 oq D 1°I pu~ Hg =: V and "0 < ~ :to'-i 
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F igure  9. The  map p ~-o/~(p - 1). 
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Figure 10. The map n ~-~ M(/~, pl, n). 
EXAMPLE. The function/3 from Example 1 satisfies the conditions of Theorem 3. The sequence 
/3(p') is displayed in Figure 9. 
In [10], the existence of the mean-value M(/3, p') of/3 on p' is put as open question. Theorem 3 
states that M(/3, p', x) = M(fl, p') + O8 (log - s  x ) .  The numerical evaluation gives 
M(/3, p') = 1.56642 05 . . . .  
Figure 10 shows this approximation. 
In fact, it turns out that the differences R(/3, p', n) = n(G( /3 ,  p', n)  - M( /3 ,  p')) are rather small. 
They are shown in Figure 11. 
EXAMPLE 6. The function ~ from Example 1 also satisfies the conditions of Theorem 3. Figure 12 
displays the sequence 8(p'). Reference [10, Theorem 4.2], shows that M((~,p',x) × 1, and the 
existence of the mean-value M(8, p') of ~ on p' is put as open question. Now, the positive answer 
follows from Theorem 3, namely, M(8, p', x) = M(8, p') + OB(1Og -B x). The numerical evaluation 
gives 
M (~, p') = 0.57596 00 . . . .  
Figure 13 illustrates the fact that the convergence of M((~, p', x) to M(5, pP) is extremely slow. 
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Figure 13. The map n ~ M(~, pl, n). 
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Figure 14. The map n ,---, R(~, p~, n). 
Accordingly, the difference R(5,p~,x) = x(M(5, p~,x) -M(5 ,  p')) is not as small as in our 
previous examples, but well below our theoretical result, as can be seen in Figure 14. 
5. D ISTR IBUT ION PROPERT IES  
OF MULT IPL ICAT IVE  FUNCTIONS 
Let 5 r denote the class of all arithmetic functions f : N --, C and let 
£~ : {f E 5r: ]l/l[.~ < oc} (A > 1), 
be the C-linear space of arithmetic functions with bounded (semi)norm 
1/~ 
( 1 ) 
II/Ih := l imsup-  E [ f  (n)lX 
\ x~oc X n<_x 
A function f E 5 v is called uniformly summable, if
lim sup1- E I f (n ) l=0"  
K---*~ x>l  X 
n<x 
I f (n~l>K 
The family Z2* of all uniformly summable functions is a proper subclass of 121. Further, 12a C 12", 
for all A > 1 (see [17,18]). 
Reference [3] gives the following characterization f uniformly summable multiplicative func- 
tions f possessing a mean-value M(f )  := M(f ,  n) different from zero. 
PROPOSITION 1. (See [3].) Let f : 1~ ~ C be multiplicative and A > 1. 
assertions hold. 
(a) If f E £~ M 12" and M( f )  ~ O, then, the four series 
f(p)- 1 Z IS(p/- 17 Z Is (15/ p ~ p ' p ' pk ' 
p p p p,k>2 
If(p)I<_3/2 I f (p) -  11> 1/2 
converge and, for each p E P, 
1 + f (p) + f (p2) p p2 +. . .  # O. (16) 
(b) If the series (15) converge, then, f E £~ N £*, M( f )  exists, and M([ft ;~) ~ O. If, in 
addition, (16) holds, then, M( f )  ~ 
Then, the following 
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For an arithmetic function f : N --* R, we put 
1 
F ( f ;x ,Y )=x Z 1 (x>l ,  ycR) ,  
n<x 
/(n~<_~ 
and say that f has a limiting distribution, if there is a distribution function F l with 
F f (y )= lim F ( f ;x ,y ) ,  
X---~OG 
at all continuity points y E R of Ff. We call the distribution function Ff degenerate, if Ff(y) = 0, 
for y < 0 and Ff(y) = 1, for y >_ 0, and nondegenerate, otherwise. 
REMARK 6. The investigation of limit laws for (reM-valued) multiplicative functions goes back 
to [19-21] and uses Zolotarev's result [22] concerning the characteristic transforms of products of 
random variables. 
The connection between multiplicative functions possessing a limiting distribution and the set 
of uniformly summable functions is described by the following results. 
PROPOSITION 2. (See [23].) Let f : N ~ R be multiplicative and uniformly summable. 
(a) Then, f possesses a limiting distribution FIi[ and and only if the mean-value M([f[) 
exists, in which case, 
// M (If]) = [Y[ dFf (y). 
oo 
(b) This limiting distribution is degenerate if and only if M([fl) = 0. 
As a corollary, we get a result which is interesting in itself. 
PROPOSITION 3. (See [17,23].) Let f : N ~ R be multiplicative and uniformly summable. Then, 
the existence of M([f[) implies that of M(f) .  
A function f E A4 is called strongly multiplicative if it satisfies f(pk) = f(p), for all p e P and 
kEN.  
PROPOSITION 4. Let f : N --* ~ be multiplicative and let the strongly multiplicative function f '  
be defined by f'(p) = f(p), i[ ]If(p)[ - 1] _< 1/2 and f'(p) = 1, if [[f(p)] - 1[ > 1/2. Then, the 
following assertions are equivalent. 
(a) f possesses a nondegenerate limiting distribution. 
(b) f '  E/22, M([f'[) # 0 and 
p-1 < ¢¢. 
P 
f'(p)#f(P) 
COROLLARY 2. (See [23].) Let f : N --, R be strongly multipficative with f(p) << 1, for all p E P. 
Then, the following assertions are equivalent. 
(a) f possesses a nondegenerate limiting distribution. 
(b) f is uniformly summable and M(If[) # 0. 
(c) f e •2 and M(If[ ) # 0. 
These results may be interpreted in the following way: Let f be a real-valued multiplicative 
function. Then, the limiting distribution of f exists and is nondegenerate if and only if there 
a exists a (strongly) multiplicative function f '  E £* with ]M(f*)[ # 0 that lies in a "neigh- 
bourhood" of f.  Here, the "neighbourhood" of f is defined as the set of all real-valued strongly 
multiplicative functions atisfying (17). 
It can be shown that a multiplicative function f : N ~ R x := R\{0} possesses a nondegenerate 
limiting distribution if and only if 1/ f  has a nondegenerate limiting distribution. Therefore, 
Proposition 2 has another obvious consequence. 
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COROLLARY 3. (See [23].) Let f : N -* R x be multip)icative and let 1 / f  be uniformly summable. 
Then, f has a nondegenerate limiting distribution if and only ff M(1/[f[) ¢ O. 
Further, we say that the values of an arithmetic function f : N --, N+ are uniformly distributed 
in R+ := (0, c~) (briefly, f is uniformly distributed in R+) if f (n)  tends to infinity as n ~ oc 
and if there exists a constant c > 0, such that 
N( f ,y ) :=  E 1 ,~cy  (y~oc) .  
hEN 
f(n)<_y 
The following results describe the connections between the existence of a limiting distribution 
for f and the uniform distribution of f .  ~ in R+. 
PROPOSITION 5. (See [23].) Let f : N --* N+ be multiplicative. Then, the following assertions 
are equivalent. 
(a) f possesses a nondegenerate limiting distribution, and 1 / f  is uniformly summable. 
(b) 
(i) f . ~ is uniformly distributed in R+, 
(ii) there exists a constant K > O, such that 
E 
n<x 
f(n~_K 
1 >> x, for all x >_ 1, 
(iii) ~n<_x 1/f(n) << x, for all x > 1. 
Further, if (a) and (b) hold, then, 
N ( f .  5, y) ~ M ( l / f ,  n) y (y --~ c~). 
It turns out that the uniform summability of 1/ f  plays an essential role in the proof of this 
theorem. Therefore, the following characterization of such functions is of special interest. 
COROLLARY 4. Let f : N --~ N+ be multiplicative and let 1 / f  be uniformly summable. Then, 
the following assertions are equivalent. 
(a) f possesses a nondegenerate limiting distribution. 
(b) f has Property (ii) from Proposition 5(b), and f . L is uniformly distributed in R+. 
COROLLARY 5. 
all p E l? and 
(See [23].) Let the multiplicative function f : N -~ ~+ satisfy 1 << f(p) << 1, for 
p-kf < 
p,k>_2 
Then, Assertions (a) and (b) of Corollary 4 are equivalent. 
In this section, we prove the following. 
THEOREM 4. Let the functions f,  g : N --~ C be connected by f = 1 • g. 
absolutely, then, f is uniformly summable. 
PROOF. First, we note that f E £1, since 
I f  ~(1) converges 
[ x] 
n<z n<x 
For k E N, let P l , . . - ,Pk  be the first k primes. We put 
~k := {p? l . . .p~k : OQ,...,O~ k E {0 , . . . , k}}  
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and define the function fk by 
fa (n) = ~ g(d). 
d]n 
dEl~Ik 
Obviously, fk is a periodic function with period no = (P l" 'Pk)  k and is bounded by a constant 
Ko = Ko(k, g) which depends only on k and g. 
Now,  
b (d)[ 
- d 
n~x d~Nk 
if k > ko(e). Further, 
E 
< ~X, 
I~ o 
E [f(n)l ~EI f (n ) - fk (n ) l+K°  E 1< .,~x+~-'If(n)l<ex 
n<_x n~_x n<x n<x 
[f(n)l_> Ki If(n~>_ K1 
if Ki is big enough. Thus, f is uniformly summable. | 
Using Proposition 1, we obtain the following. 
COROLLARY 6. Let the multiplicative functions f, g : N ~ C be connected by f = 1 * g. If the 
Dirichlet series ~(1) converges absolutely, then, the following assertions hold. 
(a) f is uniformly summable, and M( f )  and M([f[) exist. 
(b) The series 
If (P) - 11 ~ [If (P)[ -  11 and ~ If (Pk) l 
p p , p p , pk 
p,k>2 
converge. 
Propositions 2 and 5 yield the following. 
COROLLARY 7. Let the multiplicative functions f, g : N --* C be connected by f = 1 * g. If the 
Dirichlet series ~(1) converges absolutely then f possesses a nondegenerate limiting distribution 
Ff and 
/? /7 M (f) = Y dFf (y), M ([ft) = lY[ dFI (Y). oo (3o 
COROLLARY 8. Let f : N ~ R+ be multiplicative and g, h be defined by f = 1 *g and 1/ f  = 1. h. 
If both Dirichlet series .~(1) and /t(1) converge absolutely, then, ~. f and L/f are uniformly 
distributed in R+, and 
N( f .~,y )~M( i / f )y ,  N(~/ f ,y )~M( f )y ,  (y- - .co) .  
EXAMPLE 7. The function f = ~ = ale from Examples 1 and 6 satisfies the conditions of 
Corollary 8, so that 
N(a ,y ) - -  Z 1,-~M(1/5) y. 
nEN 
c~(n)<y 
To visualize this approximation for 0 < y _< 10 s, we first show that a(n) > 105, if n > 322238. 
We have 
(~ (__n) VI P =: q(n) 
-> l ip+ ---=i n pin 
With the product nk of the first k primes and with "qk := q(nk), we obtain a(n) > qkn, for all 
n < nk+l and a(n) > qk+lnk+i, for all n >_ nk+i. From n6 = 30030, q6 -- 0.31032 986... ,  
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n7 = 510510, q7 = 0.29308931.. . ,  it follows that a(n) > qTn7 > 105, for all n _> n7, and 
a(n) > q6n, for n6 _< n < nT. Hence, a(n) > 105 , for q6n > 105 , which is the case for 
n > 322238. A more general approach could use a quantitative result due to [24], namely, 
1 < log logx+B+ 1 
p_<x 
2 log 2 x' 
(x > 286), 
where B = 0.2614... However, in our case this leads.to less precise estimates. 
We find N(a ,  105) = 144372. The quotient 1/yN(a, y) approximating M(1/~) is displayed in 
Figure 15 for y _< 105. 
By definition of fi, 
1 
k=0 a(pk) 
1 p~k÷l + 1 =: I-[ (1 + r (pl). 
P 
1.45~j1[ 
1.445 
I I I ] I 20000 40000 60000 80000 100000 
F igure  15. y ~ 1/y N(o~, y). 
50- 
-50 - 
J i I i I 20OOO 4OOO0 60000 8OOO0 100000 
F igure  16. y ~ M(1 /~)  y - N(a ,  y).  
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Figure 17, y ~ 1 /yN(Lp ,  y) ,  
.to( 
-20( 
i 
Figure 18. y ~-* M(~l~)y  - N(~, y). 
Here, 
so that, 
1 + r(P) < (1 - ~) k~=op~ (I + p p-'~ 
1](l+~(p))<l-I 1+~ _- 1 -~ 1 -~ = ~(4). 
P P 
Since 0 <_ e z - 1 _< xe =, for x _> O, we deduce 
0< M ( :1: )  - ~ (:  ÷r(p))= YI (1 ÷r(p))~>n (1 +r(p))-1) 
p<n p_<n 
¢(21~1 ;(2) 1 
Numerical evaluation gives M(1/~) = 1.44386 75. . . .  Figure 16 shows the approximation of g(a, y) by M(1/(i)y. 
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EXAMPLE 8. As a further example satisfying Corollary 8, we consider Euler's ~ function. It 
follows that N(~v, y) ,'~ M(L/~)y. Since 
(n) _ H p - 1 
n p pin 
we may follow the same lines of argumentation as in Example 7 to obtain ~(n) > 105 for n > 
553938. A more sophisticated est imate gives ~(n) > 105 for n > 532000. (Actually, 510510 is the 
largest n, such that  ~(n) < 105.) Further, N(~,  105) = 194429 and M(t/~) = ((2) ~(3)/((6) = 
1.94359 6 . . . .  Figures 17 and 18 i l lustrate the approximations. 
6. CLUSTER POINTS 
Let a be a sequence of natural  numbers and f : N --* C. We say that  a number c E C is a 
cluster point of f(a) if there exists a subsequence a' of a, such that f(a') converges to c. 
We deal with multipl icative functions f and concentrate on the question for which k E N the 
value f(k) is a cluster point of f(a). In some general cases the answer will be given by the use 
of sieve methods (cf. [3,6,25]). For the sake of completeness, we recollect here the notations of 
sieve theory following the book of Halberstam and Richert [26]. 
We define ad as the subsequence of those terms of a sequence a of integers that  are divisible by 
d E N. Clearly, al = a. Let now a be a finite sequence of not necessarily dist inct positive integers 
and d a squarefree natural  number. We take X > 1 as an approximation to the number lai of 
terms in the sequence a and write 
rl := Eal- X 
for the remainder. For each prime p, we choose w0(P), so that (wo(p))/pX approximates ]ap] and 
we write the remainder as 
/ \ 
rp :-- I"pl - ~°kP)  x (p e ~') . 
P 
With  these choices of X and w 0 (p), we now define, for. each squarefree d, a multipl icative function 
w 0 by 
w0(1) := 1, wo(d):=Hwo(p ) (/~ (d) ¢ 0), 
pld 
and introduce 
w0 (d) x (p(d)  ¢ 0). re := laeF d 
For a set 7 ) C_ IP let A fc  N be the set of all squarefree products of elements of 7 ) including the 
empty product 1. The sieve problem is to sift a given sequence a by a truncat ion (at z) of 7), 
that  is, to est imate the sifting function 
S(a, 7),z) := I(a e a: (a,P(z)) = 1)I, with P ( z ) :=  H p' 
p<z 
pET' 
which counts the number of terms a of the sequence a that survive the sifting process. 
We switch now from the function w0 to the multipl icative function w defined by 
Correspondingly, we introduce 
f wo(p),  .if pET  ~, 
(p) 03 
0, if pC7 ). 
Rd := Lael- ~-~X (~ (d) # o). 
, (~a)o } 
pu~ fif uo oh!~a!IdNIntu st. co oaoqnt '(~l)#/(p~)O =: (p)m ptm (P~l 'x)H =: P~/q:l!n~ 
a/ppotu0_="v 
x'~u 
P ~/ 
'~ + ~-~i-~ = t ~ = I~(~)~1 
'(60 xq 
u!~ 'uoq~ ~ = ~ ]I '[(~/)~l o~ uoN~m!xoadd~ poo~ ~ s-e xq/(q)c7 = X osooq~ o~ '(6I) jo osn~ao~t 
q) 
oauanbos o~t.ug aq~ aop!suoa OA~ 
"hi ~ P poxg qo~o aoj '(x)o = (p'x)N tuao~ aopu!muaa ~q~!A~ p!I~h S! 
p potu_0_----"v 
a:>tt 
x p 
(6I) (P'Z)N+ ~ = I 
tuaoj aq~ jo uoN~Iaa ~ ~q~ qans 
'hi ~ P II ~ aoj 'p ~ (p)a T, 0 q~!~ uoD3urq OA!~!ldNIntu ~ oq ~ ~o I pu~ 'I < a ~u~suo3 otuos q~!A~ 
(~) (~ ~ ~) ~ >> -. 
~u!KJsN~s ovuonbos ~ oq (Uv) = ~ ~oq 
"11 tto pu~ o '~ 'z V '~V '°V s:~u~:~stroa aqrt uo puadap X~tu s:~u~:~suoa- 0 aq:~ a~aqat 
'(g - ~o/u ~o I- n~ ~o I ~o I- n ~o[)no = ~L puv z ~Ol/X ~o I= n q~.rm 
'uaq~ z ~ X tI "(~U) o~ (~U) su°Nr.pu°D .4]sr.a~s d puv , ~vtl~ atunss v "vl'~l~:a'-I ~IV±~UI~Iva~nA 
• tmoj ~u!n~oiio J q~ Smlm n~ou ([[:9 "d '~'~; tuoaooq& '9g] oa~dtuoa) ~tumo I i~uatu~punj oq~ L 
x oo_~9otP,,x~p 
x (~+~)_~ots ~>> Iv~/l 
~q~ qans 'o D pu~ I > o s~u~suo~ OAI~ISod ~SI.X0 a0q~ 'I < /~ p0xg XU~ aO d (~U) 
"IV ~ p JO sao~o~J otu!ad oq~ s~unoa (p)n oaoqA~ 
'(2¢'~p) (p)~°v ~+x~ot x 7Y, lParl 
~ql qans 'I < °V lu~lsuoa ~ pu~ I ~ 7 aaqmnu l~aa u sls!xa a~aqj~ (eU) 
• g 7< z II ~ aoj splo q 
Ca d z~ay, m 
'(z>m>g) ~y+z~OlU~ d~ol(d)c ° 
~q~ qans 'I < ~V ptm 0 < u s~u~suo~ olq~!ns ~s!xo osoq,l, (~g) 
"dI ~ d II~ sol 'tV/I - I ~" d/(d)m ~ 0 ~q:l qans 'I < ~V :lu~suo~ s~s!xo asoq~L (~U) 
• poa!nboa o~ suoN!puoo ~u!~ollo J oq~ 'ssoaoad o^o!s oq~ ~no ~aa~ oa ~opao u I 
• iv ~a ~a.~o~aqar~ I "H-'>I 996[ 
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Assuming that w and Rd fulfil the Conditions (ftl) to (f14), we apply the fundamental lemma. 
For ~ > 0, we find uo, such that, for u _> uo and all sufficiently large x, 
n<x 
a~_---0-mod k 
q(a~/k)>z 
v<z P 
(20) 
with [v~ I _< 1. Here, q(m) denotes the smallest prime divisor of m. Then, the terms a~ counted 
in (20) have the form 
an = kbn, 
where, because of (18), ~plb~ 1 << 1, for all occurring bn. For these bn 
f (an) = f (k) f (bn) = f (k) (1 + O (1)), as z --* oo, 
if f(pe) -~ 1, for p --~ oo and g E N. 
Thus, we have proved the following theorem. 
THEOREM 5. Let f : N ~ C be a multiplicative function with 
lim f (p~) = 1, 
p--* cx:) 
for every ~ E N. Further, let a = (a~) be a sequence of natural numbers atisfying (18) and (19) 
with some multiplicative function Q. If o(k) ~ 0 and if the corresponding functions ~ and Rd 
fulfil Conditions (~1) to (~4), then, f(k) is a duster point of the sequence f(a). 
Let us now consider the sequence a = pt of shifted primes. For k E N, we put 
{p-1  } li(x) 
p ' (2k) := ~ :p_~x,p=lmod2k  , and chooseX. -  ~(2k) '  
In this case, Q(d) = d/~(d) and Q(p) = pip - 1 for primes p, whence, IRd] < E(x, 2kd) according 
to Lemma 1. 
It is easy to confirm that (~1) holds with A1 = 2, (f~2) with g = 1 = A2, (~3) with L = 2 and 
A~ = 1, and that (124) holds with a = 1/2, again by virtue of Bombieri's theorem according to 
Lemma 1. Thus, Theorem 5 yields the following theorem. 
THEOREM 6. Let the multiplicative functions f, g : N ~ C be connected by f = 1 • g. If 
lim g (pe) = 0, for every e E N, 
p- -~ 
then, f(2N) is a set of cluster points of the sequence f(p') .  
REMARK 7. Under the conditions of Theorem 6 the set f(2N) of cluster points is bounded if ~(0) 
converges absolutely, which is equivalent to 
oo 
p £=1 
REMARK 8. If the multiplicative function f satisfies 
f (pe) =1-1+ r(p, 6) 
P 
(pEP ,  ~EN), 
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such that r(p,g) = o(1), as p + c~, for every ~ E N and the series ~ It(p, 1)1 taken over all p E ~' 
converges, then, 0 E f(2N) is a cluster point of f(p'). In fact, with some positive constant c, 
f 2 I-[ =y(2) I I  1-!+r(p,1) ~f(2)logN, as N-~+. 
3<_p<_N 3<p<N P 
EXAMPLE 9. The multiplicative functions ~ and 5 from Examples 1 and 2 have, according to (5) 
and (6), the values 
Z(Pt) = 1 + ~  1+ 5(pC) =1- - -+ 
' p + 1 p2e (p + 1) 
at prime powers p~ with p EIP and / E N and thus satisfy condition (21) of Theorem 6. It follows 
that f~(2N) and 5(2N) are sets of cluster points of f~ and 5, respectively, on the sequence p~ of 
shifted primes. 
The function f = ~ satisfies the conditions of Remark 7. Hence, ~(2N) is bounded, and from 
(p_5_ .~_1)  ( 1 )  l< I I  1+ 1 _<f~(n)<l- I I+p(P  -1 )  , 
Pin pin 
it follows that 
and 
4 
liminff~(p') = lim f~ (2 k) = 
k--,~ 3 
(22) 
l imsup~(p') = lira - -  / \ ] l j3 (p )  =[ I  (1+ 1 - - - -~)  = {(2)~(3-----~)  1.94359 64.. .  (23) 
x--,oo ~<_,~ p p (p - 1) ((6) 
Remark 7 does not apply to f = 5, but it follows from 0 < 5(n) <_ 5(2) = 3/4, for all n E N, 
n ¢ 1, that 5(2N) C [0, 3/4]. Remark 8 shows that 0 E 5(2N) and hence, 
3 
liminf5 (p') = 0, limsup5 (p') = 5(2) = ~. 
REMARK 9. In [10], the authors could find the two accumulation points (22) and (23). For the 
proof of (22), they use the deep result of Chen (see [27] or [26, Chapter 11]) in the form, that 
"for each even natural number n, there exists x0, such that, for every x > x0 there exists a prime 
number p E (x /2 ,  x) with p - 1 mod n, such that p - 1 /n  has at most two prime factors, and 
each of them exceeds x 1/1°'' .
REMARK 10. We observe that the above results hold for sequences (an), such as an = [P(n)l 
w i thPE  Z[x] or an = [n ~] with 1 <r  <2,  but not for an = 2 n -1 .  In this case, only partial 
results are known. For example, if f is multiplicative and satisfies 
= l + o ( l °gp~ , as p ---, oo, uniformly in f (p~) L 
kP]  
then, 
l im f (2p - I) = i.  
p~o¢) 
For this observe that if p is prime and 
2 p -  i =p~'  -..p~k 
then, all prime factors p~ for i = 1, . . . ,  k are larger than p. Thus, k << p/ logp  and, if p ~ co, 
f (2P -  1) - 1+0 = 1 +0( I ) .  
Hence, under the above assumptions, 1 is a cluster point of the sequence f(m). 
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